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Abstract 
An earthquake risk is a kind of natural disaster risk. In Japan. there is an area where 
earthquakes occur frequently. In the event of an earthquake. especially large 
earthquake. there is a possibility that nuclear power plants and other nuclear facilities 
wil suffer severe damage. The purpose of this study is to consider concerning general 
risk management cycle. earthquake risk management in nuclear facilities. revision of 
the regulatory guide for reviewing seismic design and so on. 
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1. Introduction 
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The term natural disaster is a generic name for disasters caused by certain natural 
phenomena. such as earthquakes. volcanic explosions. volcanic eruptions. tsunami. high tides. 
typhoons. storms. heavy rainfalls. heavy snowfalls. and abnormal low temperature. An 
earthquake risk is a kind of natural disaster risk. 
The japanese archipelago consists of the Eurasian plate. the North American plate. the 
Pacific plate. and the Philippine Sea plate. and under their influence. it forms an area where 
earthquakes occur frequently. 
According to table-l， the data of the japan Meteorological Agency. it shows that a lot of 
earthquakes occur almost every ye訂.despite the earthquake that the most are slight. in 
japan. 
An earthquake can cause human damage (deaths. injuries. and cases of post traumatic 
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